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“Prehistoric man has known a very different Sahara from the current 
one, a Sahara of Neolithic hunters, shepherds and fishermen preceded 
that of the Libyan knights and meharists, ancestors of today’s nomads.”

Theodore Monod (1902-2000)



In the heart of the Sahara desert, a man has 
dedicated his life to memories and evidence of 
a very ancient past, when the sands were green 
pastures and the wind-blown rocks housed 
industrious settlements ...

A STORY TO TELL



This man is Monsieur Yislim from El Beyedh, a tiny village in central Mauritania; when he was a young man, Yislim has been 
for a period the guide of Theodore Monod, one of the greatest explorers of the Sahara.
On the advice of Monod, Yislim began to collect and preserve thousands of artifacts , testifying  the presence of large human 
settlements in the area of  El Beyedh in prehistoric times.

Hundreds of artifacts are stored in a small 
straw hut. 
Yislim, now elderly, and his sons show them to 
European tourists, for whom they also make 
tours to the rock carvings; a job  that allows 
them to maintain the family and the museum.



In the area of  El Beyed you can find great evidence of human presence in prehistoric times: in addition to the large 
archeological sites there are indeed  several rock engravings as well as many pre-Islamic burials.

The region in which El Beyedh is located has 
several hystorical attractions as the geological 
structure of Guelb er Richat, and the UNESCO 
heritage cities of Ouadane and Chinguetti, 
famous for its ancient libraries.
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Observing the silent and sedulous 
commitment of Monsieur Yislim we 
asked ourselves: how can we help him to 
preserve this cultural heritage through a 
“small” but replicable flywheel of economic 
development?

OUR PROJECT



The idea is to enhance the material collected by Monsieur Yislim within an exhibition that faces two main themes, ancient and 
actual at same time, like human migration and climate change.

We are planning a multi-role museum structure with very low environmental 
and economic impact where, starting from the history of human presence in 
the territory and subsequent migrations, the theme of climate change in all its 
environmental and social aspects creates parallelisms between the past, the 
present and the future.

In addition to the proper preservation and enhancement of the 
local heritage, the museum involves the beneficiaries who live 
in the project area from the construction to the management of 
the structure itself, helping to spread a greater consciousness 
of their history and culture and developing the local economy 
through the greater flow of travelers and researchers.

The museum complex aims to become a reception center for 
university researchers interested in contributing to expand the 
range of exhibited material.

THE THEMES OF THE MUSEUM 
CLIMATE
The processes of climate 
change, desertification 
and more efficient contrast 
strategies

ARCHEOLOGY
The human presence in 
the desert from Paleolithic 
to Neolithic and the 
artifacts that testify it

MIGRATION
The great migratory 
processes in history and 
in the contemporary era 
linked to climate change

LIVING IN THE DESERT
Resiliency and the ability to 
optimize the resources of 
today’s desert inhabitants in 
everyday life



The challenge with this project is to work 
with poor and local materials applying 
traditional technologies but looking for 
an evocative and contemporary language 
that shapes the essence of a place made of 
stones, wind and history.

THE DESIGN



The traditional architecture of Mauritania is the expression of contrast between the massive stability of big stone walls and 
the ephemeral lightness of the khaima tents.  We tried to link these opposing elements looking for a new language, based on 
tradition but at the same time dynamic and evocative.

We created a modern and inspiring architecture elaborating the traditional layout of wall stones and tent roofing: the use sloping walls or elements of 
different height forces the roof sheets to wrap the building creating curved and evocative shapes outside and inside the building.

THE ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

THE BUILDING MATERIALS

We developed the project strictly using local 
materials and techniques as the dry stone walls and 
the nomad tents made with cotton. 
No cement will be used in order to avoid waste of 
water, while the use of wood is limited to small parts 
as door stands; the floors are made of vegetable 
fiber mats, locally made in oasis  with palm leaves



The museum is composed by two long and narrow buildings with a maximum height of 2,80 meters. The curved shapes of roof sheets and the 
decreasing walls integrate the building with the surrounding landscape. The building plan is inspired to the Mauritanian flag: the museum and 
accomodation areas form a crescent, while a tower / observatory represents the star. 







ACCOMMODATION AREAS

Dorm - 20 mq
living / extra dorm - 20 mq
toilets / shower

EXHIBITION  AREA

museum - 200 m2  (110 + 90)
entrance / ticket office
archeo-LAB - open space - 26 m2

LIBRARY

school / village library - 33 m2  
bookshop - internet access

OBSERVATORY

terrace - 13 mq
indoor observatory - 6 mq

TECHNICAL AREA

technical room - 7,5 m2  
store - 13 m2 





LA TORRE - OSSERVATORIO



BUDGET



TYPOLOGY UNITS COST

BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION

Procurement, transport and preparation of 
local stones, building of foundations, internal 
and external walls 250 m3 € 105.000
Roofing in cotton tissues, tyrants and fixings 600 m2 € 9.600
water well, submersed pump, tank and solar 
system 1 € 13.200
Furnitures, exibithion settings - € 11.500
Zinc sheets and wood trusses (store/lab roof) 30 m2 € 1.100
Doors and windows 8 € 3.200
Toilets, sewage system, sink and shower, 
plumbing - € 3.700
floors carpets in vegetal fiber, local handmade 280 m2 € 5.600
Reconstruction of actual museum and setting 
of artifacts - € 1.200
Printed ceiling tissue 220 m2 € 2.550

SUB-TOTAL : € 156.650

LOCAL STAFF SALARIES

Museum Guides 2 (one year) € 4.400
Watchmen, cleaning and maintenance 3 (one year) € 3.800

SUB-TOTAL: € 8.200

TYPOLOGY UNITS COST

STAFF, EQUIPMENTS & VARIOUS

Detailed plans, BoQ and works surveys 2 units € 16.000
Satellite phone plant + one year subscription 1 € 1.650
Archeology surveys and exhibition planning 3 units € 6.000
Lab equipments and tools - € 2.200
Communication campaign, merchandising, 
printings for fundrising and divulgation - € 4.000
On-site works direction 1 local unit € 4.400
Administration, accountability one year € 2.200
Unexpected expenses - € 18.000

SUB-TOTAL: € 54.450

TOTAL AMOUNT € 217.300



“The desert seems eternal to the one who 
inhabits it and offers this eternity to the man 
who will know how to bind to it.”

Mano Dayak
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